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Much like the GPA used by many other universities, Mark Medium Weighted (WAM) provides an indication of his overall academic performance here at the university. The University of Melbourne Academic Board has revised the Weighted Average Assessment (WAM) for 2020. This includes term winter topics but excludes summer and
one-year topics. For more information, see WAM's assessment for 2020, below. WAM provides an indication of the overall academic performance in each course that a student has done, reflecting both the numeric mark (e.g. 45%, 87%) and the number of credit ratings of each subject you complete. This is gradually calculated as the
results of your subject are added on my.unimelb, meaning a 25-point thread will double the weight of a 12.5 point thread in your WAM. What can WAM be used for? Apart from providing students with an indication of how they performed in their course, WAM is sometimes used to evaluate applications for further study, employment and
scholarships. You need to contact a specific organization for specific information about whether they are using their WAM to evaluate applications. If another university or organisation needs information on how to calculate the University of Melbourne's WAM, please refer them to this page. If they use a different calculation for selection
purposes, they can use the information recorded in your University of Melbourne text.  Academic transcripts include titles of your registered people, credit points of each subject, results you have achieved (e.g. 83%, H1; 48% N) and a detailed explanation of the grading scheme (e.g. H1, H2A, H2B). WAM appears in the following
places:Academic Transcript australian Higher Education Graduation Statement (AHEGS) a statement from the ResultsResults page on eStudent.The WAM is only displayed for your course if you:Start the course after 1 January 2010are has now been accepted into the results of your course entered into your student record. Viewing your
WAM on eStudent is now the weight of the average mark (WAM) calculated using this formula:Sum (mark x credit rating for individuals)Sum (total credit rating for individuals) for example, a student has completed three subjects. Two points are worth 12.5 points and the third is worth 37.5. They achieved 76 percent, 67 percent and 81
percent, respectively. The resulting calculation will be:(76x12.5)+(67x12.5)+(81x37.5) = 482512.5+12.5+37.5 = 62.5WAM = 77.200%Do fail grades affect my WAM? The percentage mark obtained for a failed thread contributes towards WAM. How will my continued issue help my WAM? A continuing theme is when a subject is completed
during multiple study courses. If the grade code is 'CNT' (continue) and there is no numeric sign provided, the subject does not count relative to WAM. When a continuation thread is completed, a degree and final sign will be inserted against all attempts Subject. All efforts continue to count the issue towards WAM. For example, if a student
performed a subject worth 50 points taught over two semesters, the subject would have counted only once the final result (including a score and numerical mark) at the end of the second semester towards their WAM. Are there any topics included in WAM? Subjects are not included in the WAM calculation when:No sign has been
registered 0they 'CNT' credit points (continue) degrees and no numeric marks (see section above on continued topics)They have time-based topics, such as threads Their research based on pass/failure specified only they 'picked up' the status you have been granted advanced standing (credit) for a subject studied at another institution -
the subject score you receive at another institution will not be added to your WAM. If your WAM looks incorrect, please first check the WAM calculation by:Identify topics that should be included in WAM (see above for topics not included in the WAM calculation)Checking that you are viewing WAM After all the results of their subject are
recorded in eStudentUsing formula to ensure people are properly weighed if the calculation still appears to be miscalcuulation after review and includes topics, please calculate yourself as an online inquiry with Stop 1 front. The faculty has solved that the results of the first half of 2020 and the second half of 2020 subjects will not be
included in calculating the weighted average mark of a student (WAM) unless the mark obtained for the subject equals or higher than the student WAM had achieved at the beginning of 2020. Note that this will only be reflected in my.unimelb and in its statement of results following the final results on the final release date. Viewing WAM's
calculated faculty resolutions will be revised to apply as follows, referring to the following arrangements and exceptions: WAM for programs that include 50 points or less in total will be calculated using normal practice, as the WAM criteria based on a previous study in that program for a student cannot be established. No first semester
2020 or second semester 2020 subject will be included in the WAM calculation (excluding the summer semester) for a student who had not completed 50 study points in their enrollment program before 2020, as a WAM benchmark for the student in that program cannot be established (this applies to students covered by exceptions (1)
above). For the Bachelor's (Honors) program, topics that receive a weight mark below WAM the entry of a student for that program will be excluded from the WAM calculation. To avoid doubt, the arrival of a WAM student, in this context, is the WAM provided by the student to meet the selection resolution for that program, not WAM is
required to choose the program. This applies to students who started their year of bachelor's honors in the first half of 2020.All thematic grades will be recorded on transcripts. Where the result does not contribute to WAM, it will be recorded against a new code. This code makes it clear that the subject is out of WAM because of COVID-19.
At the end of their studies, students can request that all recorded results against the COVID-19 code be included in the WAM calculation. Then any such topics will be coded as per the usual practice. The revised calculation of WAM does not apply to any subject in higher degrees by Research.The university believes this decision is in the
best interests of all our students. We continue to interact with our students as we move this challenging time together. At the same time, our focus remains firmly on continuing to provide the highest quality education experience and support the integrity of our academic programs. We thank all students for their commitment to this issue.
Calculating the WAMThe benchmark is your WAM benchmark at the beginning of 2020. The WAM benchmark uses all the topics performed in 2019 and before that you calculated the results. A benchmark will only be calculated if you have results for at least 50 points before 2020. Read more about calculating WAM above. Academic
transcriptResults excludes his WAM appearing on his academic transcript, the Australian Higher Education Graduation Statement (AHEGS) and published on my.unimelb. The results show the numerical and standard degree. Degrees with '^' will be flagged to show that the result is out of WAM (e.g., 75 H2A^). Comments appear in your
text with information about how WAM is calculated. Read more about the rating schema. For students starting their studies in 2020No the first half of 2020 or the second half of 2020 individuals will not be established in calculating their WAM as a WAM benchmark for you in their program of study (that, you had not completed 50 points or
more before 2020) - the exception to the note for the summer theme, year-long subjects and honors of students starting in 2020. However, at the end of your studies, you can request that all recorded results against the COVID-19 code be included in your WAM calculation. For prospective employers if you have COVID-19 grades, your
academic transcript includes this comment to explain why some grades appear with the flag '^':'If a ^ appears after degree, mark % registered for that subject of the weighted average mark In recognition of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 2020 has been removed.'Comments also appear on your AHEGS once your degree has been
confiscated.3rd parties can visit the university's website for official information About Grades and changes in WAM calculation and evaluation and policy results that explains '^'. Academic statements, such as evidence of a qualification letter, can be ordered and customized to include information about the revised WAM if needed by a
foreign agency. The information that can be included is from this COVID-19 WAM website.  A charge applies, and these spoken statements usually take 10 to 15 days to prepare. Often questions are asked about WAM in 2020 if I have a special assessment for a topic? Can I request that topics be included in my WAM? Can I choose
which topics are included or have they been withdrawn from my WAM? When do I see excluded scores on my results page.unimelb? My WAM has improved with my first half-year results, does this mean that my 'WAM benchmark' has changed? Which topics are classified as summer semester topics? Are one-year-olds assessed for
WAM exclusion? What if I coincide in the first 50 points of diploma? I'm in the first 50 points of my course and I've received an advanced standing. Will my results be assessed for WAM exclusion? Find out how COVID-19 may affect your studies. Most assessments will remain online in the summer semester and semester 1. This is
because the limitations of physical distance are likely to remain in place during this period, as well as enabling students who cannot initially return to campus to continue their studies. There may be different assessment arrangements for some of the subject delivery modes - such as those practical and expert subjects that will be delivered
on campus on an unsydy possible conditions, which also require their assessments to be conducted on campus on an unsyded possible conditions. There may also be some more exceptions, with decisions made on a case-by-case basis.  In these cases the coordinator will communicate the subject of arrangements directly to students
enrolled in their subject before a mid-semester break in term 1 2021.We will continue to provide spaces on campus for students to sit their exams should they have access to safe or suitable space. The university's policy and procedures for special proceedings will continue to apply. These cover a wide range of conditions that may have
affected students' progress. If you have been affected by COVID-19 but are unable to provide evidence (such as if you care for someone who has been diagnosed), you can send one of the following support documents to explain how your study has been affected: a medical certificate or FormIf health practitioner you are seeking special
review based on a medical condition, you should contact your regular doctor, or a doctor in University health services through remote health advice. This may mean that you need to be in the clinic. If appropriate, your doctor will issue a medical certificate through the health trap if you have a flow With one of the health service psychiatrists
or psychologists, you can also talk to your mental health provider(s) through remote health to obtain documents to support your special attention request. Remote health appointments of university health services are only available to students currently in Australia. If you are currently studying abroad, you are encouraged to seek
documents from your local doctor or health clinic. If there are COVID-19 physical remote measures that prevent you from doing so and remote advice is not available, you should consider submitting the student declaration form below. You may also wish to book an appointment with university counselling and psychological services for
advice. If you do not have access to a doctor or medical certificate, you may provide a legal notice as an alternative. The statutory declaration is a written statement that you sign and declare that it is correct and true in the presence of an authorized witness. If your current circumstances mean you are unable to contact an authorized
witness, you may prepare a student notice - see below. If you are unable to source a medical certificate, professional health form, or legal declaration to support your application, the student declaration (PDF 106.8 KB) can be filled in and uploaded to your request (please use the cause of hardship or trauma). The Student Declaration of
Special View will be used along with the information provided to evaluate your application. Eligibility is not automatic. Special attention will not normally be taken into consideration in relation to the university's online transfer for teaching, learning and evaluation. Similarly, self-isolation without a COVID-19 contract would not normally be
grounds for special attention. However, where there are special circumstances, these will be considered on a case-by-case basis. The academic board has extended WAM's revised calculation methods from the first half of 2020 to the second half of 2020 (including winter topics). Summer people are exempt from the revised WAM
calculation. One-year-olds are exempt from the revised WAM calculation unless otherwise approved by their faculty chairman. Learn more about WAM calculation. The Weighted Average Mark Calculation (WAM) for the 2021Academic Board has confirmed that the normal WAM calculation will apply as per the assessment policy and
results in 2021. For more information about WAM calculations, visit the WAM page. Students experiencing challenging situations impacting their academic performance should consider applying for special attention where appropriate or contacting our health and wellness services for advice and support as needed. Related Pages
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